“Zero-F”
MOP
Zero Fibre Mop
SURGIWEAR has brought an ultra new
concept for surgeons "Zero-F Mop" for
surgeries. Conventional surgical mops are
made of multi layers of gauze stitched on sides
or similar material. These mops are made of
cotton fibre threads. During use cotton fibres
(lint) are shed on the wound surface and on
the organs touched by the mops. These fibres
can lead to multiple types of problems such as
nidus for infection, fibre granuloma, foreign
body reactions, fever & other related
problems. In "Implant surgery" these fibres
can increase risk & complications associated
with the implant. In Neurosurgery these
fibres may cause epilepsy & other problems.
One may ask why these problems were not
observed or noticed. There are always some
post-operative problems. Some of these
problems can be traced to these fibres inside
the body. You will find the difference in results
after use.
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DESCRIPTION

Zero-F mop is the answer to the problems due
to fibres. It is made of filament yarn and sides
are bonded by a special process. Even the
handle is made of filament yarn only.
Stitching is also done with filament yarn
thread. During use hardly any fibre will be
shed, because there is no loose fibre to shed.
The mop carries a radio-opaque marker too.
So, the mops can be detected on x-ray. Zero-F
mop has a very good water absorbency.
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PRESENTATION
Zero-F Mop is meant for single use only.
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PRESENTATION

Supplied in peel open pouches, ready to use
& sterilized by EO.
Product Name

Code

Size

No loose fibres to shed. Therefore zero
linting .

Zero-F Mop
Extra Large

ZF00

30 x 30 cm

Zero-F mop is smooth it will not
damage surface of organs and tissue.

Zero-F Mop
Large

ZF01

22 x 22 cm

Zero-F MOP is radio opaque. During the
manufacturing process, a radio
opaque thread containing Barium
sulphate is added to make it radioopaque. This quality will help surgeon
to identify any lost sponges.

Zero-F Mop
Medium

ZF02

22 x 11 cm

Zero-F Mop
Small

ZF03

11 x 11 cm
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PRODUCT INFORMATION DISCLAIMER
G. Surgiweor Limited has exercised reasonable care in the choice of
materials and manufacture of this product. G. Surgiwear Limited
excludes aII warranties, whether expressed or implied by operation
of law or otherwise, including, but not limited to any implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. G.
Surgiwear Limited shall not be liable for any incidental or
consequential loss, damage or expense, directly or indirectly arising
from use of this product. G. Surgiwear Limited neither assumes nor
authorizes any other person to assume for it, any other or additional
liability or responsibility in connection with this product.
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